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by

THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Dear Readers,
September and October are the most activity packed months in
our calendar. Our students look forward to these months for their
most preferred activity – the excursions!! The term ends in
mid-September with the Periodic Test-1, followed by excursions
and no sooner do the students return from trips, we plunge into
the two back-to-back mega-events – The Sagar School Annual
Sports Meet followed by Kalasagar. And soon after that, our
little ones start packing for yet another break – Diwali Break.
In between there is of course a fair sprinkling of sporting events.
That is how the months whiz past.

four-day event. Most importantly all the students, staff and
invitees enjoy exploring their own creative skills in a manner
that gives so much fulfillment. This event also attracts our
alumni who in their desire to connect and give something back
to their alma mater, come back to the School as resource
persons. This indeed is a healthy trend and we would hope
more of our alumni connect with the School in this manner.

In the sports arena, we also hosted The Sagar School Annual
Sports Meet; the Meet was conducted in three disciplines this
time – football, basketball and badminton. In addition, a
good number of our students were exposed to participate in
Kalasagar is the hallmark event of this period. Over the sporting events outside the School with encouraging
years, this arts festival has not only gained importance in our performances. Our curriculum of ‘Advance Sports’ is
collective psyche, but has also matured overtime. In that, the certainly yielding some encouraging results- green shoots of the
conduct is now an effortless affair. We do put in a lot of future growth in sports have started becoming visible.
efforts, yet we are at ease prior to as well as during the
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Kalasagar - The Annual Arts Festival

LIGHTING THE LAMP... INAUGRATION OF KALASAGAR

Report by

“

Muskan Sarda, Class IX

“ The development of arts and sciences have corrupted human morals… man was pure
and predictable when he lived in jungles as a noble savage…. development of arts and
sciences has induced unnecessary vanity and desires in him that he now requires to keep his
true character veiled under some kind of façade.”
- Genevan philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau in his discourse on Arts and Sciences.
Well we do find in history some of the prominent personalities who thought about arts
being destructive or unnecessary. But we, at The Sagar School are believers of Aristotle
and his school of thoughts that –“ art is the realisation in external form of a true idea,
and is traced back to that natural love of imitation which characterises humans and to the
pleasure which we feel in recognising likenesses”.
I am an arts lover. Sometimes I am intrigued by ‘role of arts’ in shaping the attitudes and
habits of human beings – individuals as well as collective display of it. I am truly
fascinated by the very idea of Kalasagar – the four day art festival held every year at our
School. Its my privilege to report this event through The Sagarian Times. I will account
for all the events and resource persons through a pictorial coverage.

“
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NIB PAINTING

THE SOARING FALCON BY MIJI JUNG, CLASS XII

THE PEACOCK BY HELGA KHUMANTHEM, CLASS XI; ANUJ GUPTA, CLASS XII

MENTOR HELPING OUT IN INTRICACIES OF NIB PAINTING

Resource Person
Mr. Ajay Singh Negi, Fine Arts Faculty
Nib painting is a technique of putting ﬁne arts on a hard board covered with velvet textured
surface. The medium of painting is oil colours. The technique involves

using paint without

brushes. Artists use a round tip nib of different sizes to enhance the aesthetics in the painting. The
art work takes more than twenty days to fully dry up because of the thick layer of paints used on
velvet surface. The thick layer provides a beautiful texture to the artefacts. It is a delicate art that
requires tremendous precision and control over the ﬂow of your nib. But once you get it, it’s a
pleasure to work with the nibs. Here are some glimpses of the workshop and the art works
completed by the Sagarians.
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MADHUBANI ART

GAJRAJ BY NIKETAN KUMAR, CLASS XII

THE NATURE BY SAMIKSHA NEGI, CLASS IX

PAINTED BY A GUEST CHILD FROM LOCAL SCHOOL

GANESHA BY SHELOKA VUSSHE, CLASS VII

Resource Person
Mr. Parvesh Chauhan, Fine Arts Faculty
Madhubani Art or Mithila painting is an ancient art practiced in the Mithila region of the Indian
subcontinent. Painting is done with ﬁngers, twigs, brushes, nib-pens and matchsticks, using natural
dyes and pigments, and is characterised by eye-catching geometrical patterns. There is ritual content
for each occasion, such as birth or marriage, and festivals, such as Holi, Surya Shasti, Kali Puja,
Upanayana, Durga Puja. Madhubani art or Mithila painting was traditionally created by the women of
various communities in Mithila region of the Indian subcontinent. This painting as a form of wall art
was practiced widely throughout the region; the more recent development of painting on paper and
canvas mainly originated among the villages around Madhubani.
Madhubani paintings mostly depict the men and its association with nature and the scenes and deity
from the ancient epics. Natural objects like the sun, the moon, and religious plants like Tulsi are also
widely painted, along with scenes from the royal court and social events like weddings. Generally, no
space is left empty; the gaps are ﬁlled by paintings of ﬂowers, animals, birds, and even geometric
designs. Traditionally, painting was one of the skills that was passed down from generation to
generation in the families of the Mithila Region, mainly by women. It is still practiced and kept alive in
the institutions spread across Mithila region.
Madhubani Art is a regular feature at our Kalasagar Festival. Here are some pictures done by our
students and village children.
www.thesagarschool.org
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CLAY POTTERY

POTTERY DISPLAY FOR THE CHIEF GUEST, MR. RISHNIT SINGH

Resource Person
Mr. Shiv
He is an acclaimed pottery artist hailing from Uttar Pradesh. He has a work experience of more
than 25 years and has received award and recognition in miniature pottery articles.
Mr. Shiv’s appearance at our Kalasagar is another regular feature. A person with lots of zeal and
passion for his work, Mr. Shiv makes it very interesting for us Sagarians. Its very satisfying to create
those aesthetic shapes of clay work !!

LOCAL FOLK ARTS AND HANDICRAFTS OF RAJASTHAN

ARTIFACTS AT DISPLAY FOR THE GUESTS MR. RISHNIT SINGH AND MS. MANMEET K WALIA

www.thesagarschool.org
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Resource Person
Ms. Amarjyot Kaur
This is one of the favourite spot for Sagarians. A large variety of artifacts ranging from wind
chimes to jewellery and various handicrafts are created under the guidance of our Social
Outreach Programme (SOP) Coordinator, Ms. Amarjyot Kaur, assisted by the other ladies of the
SOP. Its like the Sagarian family working together to decorate our house for the ensuing festivities
of Diwali – that’s the kind of feel you get.

APPRECIATING THE INTRICATE WORK OF LOCAL GRASS

VILLAGE FOLKS AT WORK !!

FINISHED PRODUCTS

CONTEMPORARY DANCE

Resource Person
Mr. Prosenjit Biswas
He is a contemporary dance artist with 20 years of
experience and currently working in Mother
International School, Kolkata. He has taught dance to
Bollywood actress late Sridevi. He owns a Dance
Academy, where he teaches contemporary dance.
He has conducted shows and workshops in various
parts of India and abroad.
REHEARSING A DANCE SEQUENCE…..”NATURAL SWINGS”

www.thesagarschool.org
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CLASSICAL DANCE
Resource Person
Ms. Dipa Chaudhuri, Dance Faculty
She is a renowned artist in Kathak Dance. She was a graded artist in Doordarshan Kolkata and was sent by
Govt of India as a credited teacher to spread Indian Culture and Kathak Dance in Mauritius for twelve years.

DELICATE MOVES …………..“THE ART OF CLASSICAL DANCING”

MUSIC

THE MUSIC GROUP PRACTICING VOCALS

Resource Person
Mr. Prem Narayan Upadhyay and Mr. Sourav Chakraborty, Music Faculty
This was where the enthusiasm was to be seen to be believed. Be it Kalasagar, or Founder’s Day
rehearsals, Mr. Sourav and Mr. Prem really build an atmosphere children love to ravel in !!

www.thesagarschool.org
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No wonder there are always more number of volunteers for the music workshop. And this time
they had some basic lessons in vocal singing which were imparted very systematically; the
culmination was each participant singing on mike at the end of the workshop. You could hear
some amazing performances by the little ones – the juniors singing ‘Iktara’ and ‘Wonderful Life’.

THEATRE

Resource Person
Mr. Kaushik Bose
He is a renowned theatre artist who is training
students of various prestigious schools in the ﬁeld
of theatre. Presently, he is working in Calcutta
International School and is a professional theatre
artist performing in various shows. Previously he
has worked at Birla International School. He
conducts workshops to teach theatre for children
as well as adults in Kolkata.
THEATRE……..THE SUBTLE ART !!

FILM MAKING

SARTHAK IN CONVERSATION WITH THE GUESTS MR. RISHNIT SINGH AND MS. MANMEET K WALIA

Resource Person
Mr. Sarthak Kakar
Sarthak is an alumni from the Class of 2008. He has taken a plunge into the ﬁlm world as an actor, having
worked in the commercial ﬁlm Hijack. In the four day workshop on ﬁlm making he covered a gamut of things
about ﬁlm making – direction, art direction, cinematography, photography and so on. His group enjoyed the
workshop; the content was very educative and the Sagarian connect was the icing on the cake !!
www.thesagarschool.org
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Festivities & Accolades

TEACHERS’ DAY
SEPTEMBER 5

Every 5th September, I start my day by wishing on

Amazing decoration in the dining hall and what perfect

telephone some of those ladies and gentlemen who

hospitality of the student hosts !! I felt a little proud as well

occupy a space of reverence in my mind –ndmy teachers
from school days. Only a few are surviving, and are in their

TIRANGA BEING HOISTED - A PROUD MOMENT!
as immensely satisﬁed
about our upbringing. Our

80s ; but what a feel to connect with them !! In a

when it comes to displaying the chevalorous behaviour

residential school they shaped us for life like no other.

on occasions like these.

72 INDEPENDENCE
DAY
students , specially the seniors have indeed come of age
AUGUST 15

Personally for me, they have set a benchmark I usually
The special assembly was indeed a special one, whence
Independence Day was celebrated
with a lot of joy and enthusiasm by

look up to while delivering
my responsibilities at The
nd

The 72

the students felicitated each and every teacher
the Sagarians in the esteemed company of a veteran,
Major General Anil Sengar,(Retd.) YSM, VSM.

Sagar School.

individually on the stage reading out write ups for them

So when Aastha and Wangchuk walked up to us this 5th
It is indeed a matter of pride for us that we at our campus
September to escort us to the Dining Hall for breakfast,
hoist two national ﬂags every year. While the Chief Guest,
and looked into our eyes with that pure innocence writ
Maj Gen Anil Sengar (Retd.) unfurled the majestic Indian
large on their faces, I had difﬁculty controlling my tears.
Tiranga, the national ﬂag of the Republic of South Korea
Just a few minutes back I had spoken to Mrs. Kamla Arora,
was unfurled by the Principal.
my House Master’s wife who was our English Teacher and
a mother to us; in a telephone chat lasting ﬁfteen
This was followed by the performances; and we could all
minutes, both of us ﬁlled each other with nostalgia of
feel the multilinguistic vibes, appealing to us. It began
times almost half a century back. Each year, the
with a song by the juniors; the song itself held special
Sagarians have been celebrating the Teachers’ Day in a
signiﬁcance since it was written by our own artist –
beﬁtting manner. But this year’s was a very special one
Mr. Ajay Negi, Arts Department. And then the tempo rose
with children exceeding our expectations.
through patriotic songs and dances from our land of

in gratitude. They made us feel special !! The evening
diverse cultures, ﬁnally culminating in the all-powerful
cultural programme was ﬁlled with imaginative items of
Bhangra from the land of ﬁve rivers- Punjab.
performance. It was a day ﬁlled with all that is good in
human nature. Oh WOW God !! I truly feel blessed having
The Chief Guest, Principal and Head Girl delivered their
received so much from my teachers, and now from my
customary speeches that were full of inspiration, seeking
students !! Thank you Sagarians. You are indeed an
promises and resolve from us. A truly memorable day!
awesome lot. We are proud of you and our best wishes !!
MUSKAN SARDA
LT COL S.P. SHARMA (RETD)
CLASS IX
EDITORIAL BOARD

www.thesagarschool.org
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GLIMPSES

BREAKFAST ON TEACHERS’ DAY,
HOSPITALITY WITH PERFECTION
DANCE PERFORMANCE BY CLASS XI

“HUM KISI SE KAM NAHI”, SO SAY THE YOUNGER ONES !!
TIME TO SAY THANKS...

WHEN STUDENTS MIMICK YOU.... IT’S THEIR WAY TO
ACKNOWLEDGE THEY LIKE YOU !!
SENIOR GIRLS AT THEIR BEST, IN ATTIRE AS WELL AS DANCE PERFORMANCE

www.thesagarschool.org
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DIWALI PARTY
Prior to departure for Diwali break, we celebrated green Diwali.
It started with a lunch party hosted by our Director Ms. Sharmistha Julka to the staff
members. With party games and tambola, we got out of the routine and plunged into
festivities. The last working day before Diwali Break was made memorable with a Dance
Party in the evening in which the whole School participated. Children appeared in their
best dancing outﬁts and let their hair down before departing for home. Some of them
had to leave only a few hours after the party in order to catch early morning ﬂights.
Earlier, in a hostel wise competition, children decorated their hostels with rangoli and
candle lights. The students participated with full enthusiasm and made some marvelous
rangolis helped by respective house parents.

www.thesagarschool.org
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GLIMPSES

www.thesagarschool.org
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Outings & Excursions
Report compiled by

Diviya Mavaskar Class XI, Member Editorial Board
Excursion!! Well these are most WOW times in our School.

out to three different destinations up North in the

Weeks before we start looking forward to the trip. There

mountains on a partly adventure kind of trips enjoying

are usually many an ups and downs before the trip; we

rafting, para-gliding, trekking and what have you. The

children give a tough time to the Dean of Admin asking

seniors as usual went South and South West on fun kind

for changes in itinerary, sometimes mode of travel and so

of excursions to Ooty, Mumbai and Pune etc. And then

on…But at the end of it settle down with what we get.

there was a trip to NASA as usual during the Diwali Break.

After all the whole purpose is to go out and have a ball !!

It will not be possible for me to give a very detailed

That’s what our teachers want us to do; that’s what our

account of all the excursions here. Only a few are being

parents want ; and most importantly, we children think

covered here with a promise that we shall give a wider

we deserve the much needed break. So this time, again

coverage this time in the annual magazine, The Sagarian.

different groups set out to different destinations. The

So here are some accounts by students and some

little ones , Class IV to VI went out to the historical places

scintillating pictures.

in Rajasthan, while the middle school from VII to IX went

CLASS XII AT MYSORE PALACE

BENGALURU-MYSURU-OOTY
Class XII
This year trip, starting from Bengaluru, Mysuru and Ooty

This trip was an educational as well as a fun trip. We

was a much anticipated trip for our batch considering the

visited the various historical monuments and temples in

fact that it was going to be our last school trip with each

Bengaluru and Mysuru such as The Tipu Sultan Palace,

of us looking forward to having an exciting experience

Mysore Palace, Bull temple etc. Then went to Ooty Hill

while making the most out of it with the remaining time

Station, there we visited Dodabetta Peak, Sims Park,

we have left together.

Pykara Lake, Tea Garden and many more places which
www.thesagarschool.org
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drew us into happiness straight away. We took many
photos in the most amazing scenery spots and those are
memorable till now. The most awesome part of Ooty is
the Botanical Garden. Thousands of ﬂowers arranged in a
mind blowing manner are the main reason why so many
tourists visit the Botanical garden. Everyone enjoyed the
trip and had made memories that could be cherish for
the life time.
AASTHA SINGH, WANGCHUK TSETAN TONYOK, MIJI JUNG
AND ASHISH JAKHAR FROM CLASS XII

AT WONDERLA

GLIMPSES

IN UTTARAKHAND

GOLDEN MOMENT AT THE GOLDEN TEMPLE!

A BATH IN MOUNTAIN STREAM !!

www.thesagarschool.org
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WHAT’S COOKING? ...FROM CAMP SOLAN

AT KEMPTY FALLS

ADVENTURE A PART OF LIFE

IN MUMBAI

www.thesagarschool.org
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TRIP TO NASA
USA

STUDENTS AT NASA

From October 26 to November 6, it was living an

We

learnt

about

the

history

and

parliamentary

American dream as a group of eight students went to the

functioning of US senate at the US Capitol, Lincoln

USA along with our escort teacher Ms. Shipra Bahl. We

Memorial and White House in Washington. We had a lot

went to see the Sea World and Universal Studios which

of fun at Coco Beach and enjoyed shopping at Florida and

was a fantasy ride with dolphins, jelly ﬁshes and sea

Times Square.

urchins along with Harry Potter in Hogwarts.
In New York, our Chairperson Ms. Rosemary Sagar
We were delighted to see the Kennedy Space Centre and

escorted us to see the Metropolitan Museum, New York.

get an insight into space work stations like the Atlantis

She always meets up with our School group and so the

and inside story of life as an astronaut.

children were already looking forward to it. It was an
informative interaction as she explained the various

Life took a full twist when we saw marvels like Niagara

works of famous artists across centuries.

Falls and Statue of Liberty at its full glory. Niagara Falls
was a conjecture between USA and Canada and a treat to

NAKSHATRA SHARMA, CLASS VIII

the eyes and soul. Statue of Liberty was a gift from France
to USA to celebrate their freedom.

www.thesagarschool.org
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AT METROPOLITAN MUSEUM WITH CHAIRPERSON MS. SAGAR

SAGARIANS AT THE ATLANTIC SHORES….. AN EXCITING MOMENT

SAGARIANS AT UNIVERSAL STUDIOS ORLANDO

www.thesagarschool.org
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Sports Round-up

THE TRIATHLON WINNER

Report compiled by
Ashish Jakhar, Class XII, Sports Captain

edited by
Karan Mavaskar, Class XI, Member Editorial Board & Sports Vice Captain
There was a surge in sporting activities the past two months - mostly our teams going out for
participation. And of course, we had our annual affair, The Sagar School Annual Sports Meet. At various
levels, and in different sporting events, Sagarians went out to participate in a dozen events. The
changed curriculum of sports got tested and we did bring in some encouraging results.
Here is a list of how we faired in those events :-

“

DISTRICT AND STATE SPORTS

We participated in Swimming in various categories, Basketball, Cricket, Table Tennis and Badminton held at the
behest of Alwar District and Rajasthan State. In swimming, we brought the best results winning 16 medals
(Eleven Gold and Five Silver) in the boys under 19 and under 17 categories in the Alwar District School
Championship(ADSC). Our under17 boys team was adjudged the best and five students from this category went
on to participate in the Rajasthan State School Swimming Championship. Similarly, in the girls’ category, we won
three gold medals, and one student went on to participate in the state level championship. This was a good show at
the district level, and the swimmers are now really keen to do better next year in the state level event.

www.thesagarschool.org
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In basketball, we secured fourth position in the ADSC, in under 17 category and one of the team members, namely
Sahil Dayma Class IX was selected and participated further in the state level event. This is a new team that has been
formed with mainly Class IX and X students with future years in mind. The same team put up an excellent show in
The Sagar School Annual Sports Meet and won the gold medal.
In the ADSC in Table Tennis, two of our girls, namely Shruti Gupta Class XI and Meera Chand Class VIII
brought us laurels. Shruti won the gold medal in individual event, while the together with Meera they won the silver
medal in team event. Both went further to participate in the state level event.

“

In the ADSC in badminton, our boys’ teams in under 17 and under 19 were runners up in respective categories. Our
Sports Vice Captain Karan Mavaskar Class XI was selected to represent Alwar district in the state level event.

CBSE CLUSTER

“

“

We fielded our boys under 17 football team who stood third in the CBSE Cluster. Apart from that, six of our athletes
participated in the Athletics event of the cluster. We are very much hopeful of doing better in football next year.

FOOTBALL NATIONAL PRE-SUBROTO CUP FOOTBALL

“

In our previous newsletter we informed you about both our teams – under 17 as well as under 19 qualified the first
level. In October, they went to Gwalior to play in the National Pre-Subroto Cup event. Both our teams played
well and gained the valuable match experience at that level. We are quite hopeful of cracking our entry into this
coveted tournament in the coming year or two.

“

www.thesagarschool.org
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THE SAGAR SCHOOL ANNUAL SPORTS MEET

THE ORGANISING BODY WITH THE CHIEF GUEST

A much awaited event was held in the ﬁrst week of October in our campus. As always, it was an exciting
event that opened with a fan-fare with Mr. Rajendra Singh Rawat, an Olympian being the Chief Guest.
Mr. Rawat, a down to earth sportsman was goalkeeper of the Indian Hockey team from 1981 to 1988.
In the meet, we won the gold medal in Boys Basketball Under 17 category, while in badminton our under
14 boys got a silver and girls a bronze medal.

SPORTS CAPTAIN ADMINISTERING THE OATH

PTEMBER - OCTOBER 2018
THE CHAMPIONS IN THE FINAL MATCH……

SAGARIAN GIRLS PUTTING UP A CULTURAL WELCOME
AT THE MEET

www.thesagarschool.org
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LINED UP BEFORE THE COMPETITION…..

INTER HOUSE AQUATICS CHAMPIONSHIP
This was the only inter house sports competition held during the past two months. The house positions
were – Ruby, Sapphire, Diamond and Emerald. Nikita Sharma, Tadar Kelyie Class VIII and Diviya Mavaskar
Class XI were the best girl swimmers in under 14, 17 and 19 categories. In the boys category, the laurels
were won by Dhanaraj Hidam, Anant Jain Class IX and Siddhant Mathur Class XI.

OFF TO A FLYING START

AFTER THE EVENT ….

GET . SET . GO!

www.thesagarschool.org
www.thesagarschool.org
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THE SAGAR UNIVERSE

Report from
Astronomy Club by Deepanshu Agarwal, Class X
We added another feather in our cap by making a three dimensional panorama image of our campus on
the night of October 12, 2018. It was a great learning experience when Mr Talwar conducted our
photography session in the cricket ﬁeld, with all lights in the campus switched off. We learnt the ﬁne
intricacies of photography in star lit conditions. Luckily for us it was a clear sky that day. Please see our
resulting three dimensional pictures at https://kuula.co/post/7PBWM
I assure you will enjoy the 3D picture. Here is however the two dimensional version of the same.
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